
 SALES CIRCULAR NO. D-6/2004  
 
 
  Memo No. Ch-6/SE/Comml./R-16/699 
  Dated:  25.2.2004. 
 
Subject:- Conversion of feeding source from rural to urban feeder. 
 
  In accordance with the instructions issued vide Sales Circular No. D-

74/2002 dated 11.11.2002, some quarries have been received from the field offices 

regarding Clause-2 of the ibid Sales Circular where the LD system should not have any 

bare conductor. 

  The matter has been reviewed and it has been decided as under:- 

1. The facility shall be extended only for domestic connections. 
2. The cost of 11 KV line required to convert rural to urban supply will be borne by 

the villagers/consumers.  However, such villages/Panchayats will not deposit the 
cost of 11 KV line who have provided land for 33 KV Sub Station free of cost to 
the Nigam. 

3. The part of 11 KV line to be erected for connecting the portion to be converted 
from rural to urban feeder, will be drawn from the main H-pole near to the sub 
station of the existing urban feeder from where the supply is to be given to the 
rural consumers. 

4. Conversion of supply from urban feeder will be subject to the condition that there 
should not be defaulters in the village except for the last energy bill. 

5. All the Single Phase/Three Phase DS/NDS, Electro-mechanical meters will be 
changed to electronic meters. 

6. The facility shall not cover any tubewell connections. 
7. Conversion of rural to urban source of supply will also be subject to the condition 

that Kundi connection does not exist in the village and if there is any Kundi 
connection, the same will have to be got regularized by issue of a connection as 
per rules of the Nigam.  

   This supersedes instructions issued vide S.C. No. D-74/2002 dated 

11.11.2002. 

  This should be brought to the notice of all concerned for strict and 
meticulous compliance.  
 
 -sd- 
 SE/Commercial 
 for GM/Comml, DHBVNL, Hisar. 
 


